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１、SKAとSKA Japan 



次世代大型センチ波望遠鏡 
　特徴：高感度・広帯域・広視野・高分解能 
　規模：2000-3000台の望遠鏡 
　帯域：0.05-10GHz 
　基線長：最大3000km 
　場所：オーストラリア・南アフリカ 
　本部：マンチェスター 
　 
　→	電波源の数：100倍 
　　	感度：EVLA×40 
　　	サーベイ速度：１万倍 

Square Kilometre Array	



参加国：	
　オーストラリア、南アフリカ、イギリス、カナダ、	
　中国、インド、イタリア、ニュージーランド、	
　スウェーデン、オランダ	
オブザーバ：	
　ブラジル、フランス、	
　ドイツ、日本、韓国、	
　マルタ、ポーランド、	
　ポルトガル、ロシア、	
　スペイン、アメリカ	

参加国	



SKA-low in Australia SKA-mid in South Africa 



timeline	

SKA phase 1 
・2018- 建設 

・2020- 初期科学観測 
・Sparse Aperture Array 

+ Dish 
・EoR, pulsar, cosmology 

SKA phase 2 
・2023- 建設 
・202?- 観測 

・先進的技術AIP 

Advanced Instrumentation Program 
・Dense Aperture Array 
・Phased Array Feed 

・Ultra-Wideband Single-Pixel Feed 



precursors	

MWA 

MeerKAT 

SKA1-low 

SKA1-mid 

SKA2-low 

SKA2-mid 

Australia 

South Africa 



sensitivity	



survey speed	



SKA Key Science	
Key Science 
- 暗黒時代と宇宙再電離 
- パルサーによる重力理論検証 
- 宇宙論 
- 宇宙における生命 
- 銀河進化 
- 突発天体 
- 宇宙磁場の起源と進化 



Science Book 2014	
Science Book 2014 
　・2004年版からの全面改訂 
　・2014.6 国際会議＠シシリー島 
　・2014.12 出版 〜 2000ページ 
日本からの参加状況 
　・再電離、パルサー、HI、宇宙論、宇宙磁場 
　・〜10人、〜10 chapters、1 PI 



SKA Japan組織	
2008年設立、メンバー～160人 
執行部 
・代表：杉山（名古屋） 
・副代表：高橋（熊本）赤堀（鹿児島） 
・顧問：小林（NAOJ） 
・広報：中西（鹿児島）　　・外部資金：今井（鹿児島） 
・Science Working Group　・Engineering Working Group 
　‐代表：市來（名古屋）　　‐代表：青木（早稲田） 
　‐副代表：竹内（名古屋） 



Science Working Group 
代表：市來（名古屋） 
副代表：竹内（名古屋） 
　・遠方宇宙：平下（ASIAA） 
　　‐銀河進化：竹内（名古屋） 
　　‐宇宙論：山内（東京） 
　　‐再電離：長谷川（名古屋） 
　・パルサー：高橋（熊本） 
　・宇宙磁場：町田（九州） 
　・位置天文：今井（鹿児島） 
　・星間物質：立原（名古屋） 
　・突発天体：青木（早稲田） 

Engineering Working Group 
代表：青木（早稲田） 
　・相関器：中西（鹿児島） 
　・偏波解析ソフトウェア： 
　　　高橋（熊本） 
　・フィード：氏原（NICT） 
 
産業フォーラム 
代表：熊沢（東陽テクニカ） 

SKA Japan組織	



日本版サイエンスブック	
日本語版 
・2015年2月完成、320ページ、執筆者～60人 
・再電離、宇宙論、銀河進化、パルサー 
　宇宙磁場、近傍宇宙時空計測 
　星間物質、突発天体 
・内容： 
　‐分野レビュー 
　‐国際サイエンスレビュー 
　‐日本サイエンス 
 
英語版 
・2015年度活動の柱 
・英語化＋準備研究進展のまとめ 
・2016年3月完成 
　（3/8のarXivに６編） 
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Formation, Evolution, and Revolution of Galaxies

by SKA: Activities of SKA-Japan Galaxy

Evolution Sub-SWG

Tsutomu T. Takeuchi1, Kana Morokuma-Matsui,2, Daisuke Iono2,3,

Hiroyuki Hirashita4, Wei Leong Tee4,5, Wei-Hao Wang4, Rieko Momose2,6,7,

on behalf of the SKA-Japan Galaxy Evolution sub-Science Working Group

1Division of Particle and Astrophysical Science, Nagoya University, Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya
464–8602, Japan.

2National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, Osawa, Mitaka, Tokyo, Japan
3SOKENDAI (The Graduate University for Advanced Studies)
4Institute of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Academia Sinica, P.O. Box 23-141, Taipei 10617,
Taiwan

5Department of Physics, National Taiwan University, Taipei 10617, Taiwan
6National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu, 30013, Taiwan
7The Institute for Cosmic Ray Research, the University of Tokyo, Japan

∗E-mail: takeuchi.tsutomu@g.mbox.nagoya-u.ac.jp, kana.matsui@nao.ac.jp, d.iono@nao.ac.jp,

hirashita@asiaa.sinica.edu.tw, momose.rieko@nao.ac.jp

Abstract

Formation and evolution of galaxies have been a central driving force in the studies of galaxies and
cosmology. Recent studies provided a global picture of cosmic star formation history. However, what
drives the evolution of star formation activities in galaxies has long been a matter of debate. The
key factor of the star formation is the transition of hydrogen from atomic to molecular state, since
the star formation is associated with the molecular phase. This transition is also strongly coupled
with chemical evolution, because dust grains, i.e., tiny solid particles of heavy elements, play a
critical role in molecular formation. Therefore, a comprehensive understanding of neutral–molecular
gas transition, star formation and chemical enrichment is necessary to clarify the galaxy formation
and evolution. Here we present the activity of SKA-JP galaxy evolution sub-science working group
(subSWG) Our activity is focused on three epochs: z ∼ 0, 1, and z > 3. At z ∼ 0, we try to construct
a unified picture of atomic and molecular hydrogen through nearby galaxies in terms of metallicity
and other various ISM properties. Up to intermediate redshifts z ∼ 1, we explore scaling relations
including gas and star formation properties, like the main sequence and the Kennicutt–Schmidt law
of star forming galaxies. To connect the global studies with spatially-resolved investigations, such
relations will be plausibly a viable way. For high redshift objects, the absorption lines of HI 21-cm
line will be a very promising observable to explore the properties of gas in galaxies. By these studies,
we will surely witness a real revolution in the studies of galaxies by SKA.

Key words: Galaxies: evolution — galaxies: formation — stars: formation — ISM: metallicity — ISM:

neutral gas — hydrogen

c⃝ 2016 Japan SKA Consortium
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SKA-Japan Pulsar Science with the Square
Kilometre Array
Keitaro TAKAHASHI1 , Takahiro AOKI2, Kengo IWATA3, Osamu KAMEYA4 ,
Hiroki KUMAMOTO1 , Sachiko KUROYANAGI3 , Ryo MIKAMI5 , Atsushi
NARUKO6, Hiroshi OHNO7, Shinpei SHIBATA8 , Toshio TERASAWA5 , Naoyuki
YONEMARU1 , Chulmoon YOO3 (SKA-Japan Pulsar Science Working
Group)
1Kumamoto University, Japan
2Waseda University, Japan
3Nagoya University, Japan
4National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, Japan
5Institute for Cosmic Ray Research, University of Tokyo, Japan
6Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan
7Tohoku Bunkyo College, Japan
8Yamagata University, Japan
∗E-mail: keitaro@sci.kumamoto-u.ac.jp

Abstract
The Square Kilometre Array will revolutionize pulsar studies with its wide field-of-view, wide-
band observation and high sensitivity, increasing the number of observable pulsars by more
than an order of magnitude. Pulsars are of interest not only for the study of neutron stars
themselves but for their usage as tools for probing fundamental physics such as general rela-
tivity, gravitational waves and nuclear interaction. In this article, we summarize the activity and
interests of SKA-Japan Pulsar Science Working Group, focusing on an investigation of modi-
fied gravity theory with the supermassive black hole in the Galactic Centre, gravitational-wave
detection from cosmic strings and binary supermassive black holes, a study of the physical
state of plasma close to pulsars using giant radio pulses and determination of magnetic field
structure of Galaxy with pulsar pairs.

1 Introduction
Pulsars are rapidly rotating neutron stars with strong magnetic
fields (∼ 108−1014 G) and strongly collimated emission. Their
masses are typically solar mass and they are considered to be
formed as a remnant of supernova explosion. So far more
than 2,500 pulsars have been found and there is a wide vari-
ety of distinct observational classes such as milli-second pul-
sars (MSPs) with rotation periods ∼ 10 msec, magnetars with
magnetic fields of ∼ 1014 G and intermittent pulsars which are
active only for a few days between periods of a month. Pulsars
are extreme objects and their emission mechanism, the prop-
erties of magnetosphere and evolution are studied with multi-

wavelength observations from radio to gamma-rays.

On the other hand, thanks to the long-term stability of ro-
tation period, pulsars have been used to probe fundamental
physics. For example, gravitational waves passing through
Earth and pulsars slightly change the arrival times of pulses.
Then very precise measurement of the arrival times of pulses
from MSPs with very stable rotation periods allows us to de-
tect gravitational waves directly. This method is called pul-
sar timing array (PTA) and is sensitive to gravitational waves
with frequencies 10−9 − 10−7 Hz, depending on the cadence
and period of observation. Thus, PTA plays a part of multi-
wavelength gravitational-wave astronomy, together with ground

c⃝ 2016 Japan SKA Consortium
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Cosmology with the Square Kilometre Array by
SKA-Japan
Daisuke YAMAUCHI1,* , Kiyotomo ICHIKI2,3 , Kazunori KOHRI4,5, Toshiya
NAMIKAWA6,7 , Yoshihiko OYAMA8, Toyokazu SEKIGUCHI9 , Hayato
SHIMABUKURO2,10 , Keitaro TAKAHASHI10 , Tomo TAKAHASHI11 , Shuichiro
YOKOYAMA12 , Kohji YOSHIKAWA13 , on behalf of SKA-Japan Consortium
Cosmology Science Working Group
1Research Center for the Early Universe, Graduate School of Science, The University of
Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan

2Department of Physics and Astrophysics, Nagoya University, Aichi 464-8602, Japan
3Kobayashi-Maskawa Institute for the Origin of Particles and the Universe, Nagoya University,
Aichi 464-8602, Japan

4Theory Center, IPNS, KEK, Tsukuba 305-0801, Japan
5Sokendai, Tsukuba 305-0801, Japan
6Department of Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305, USA
7Kavli Institute for Particle Astrophysics and Cosmology, SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA

8Institute for Cosmic Ray Research, The University of Tokyo, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8582, Japan
9Institute for Basic Science, Center for Theoretical Physics of the Universe, Daejeon 34051,
South Korea

10Faculty of Science, Kumamoto University, 2-39-1 Kurokami, Kumamoto 860-8555, Japan
11Department of Physics, Saga University, Saga 840-8502, Japan
12Department of Physics, Rikkyo University, 3-34-1 Nishi-Ikebukuro, Toshima, Tokyo
171-8501, Japan

13Center for Computational Sciences, University of Tsukuba, 1-1-1, Tennodai, Tsukuba,
Ibaraki 3058577, Japan

∗E-mail: corresponding author; yamauchi@resceu.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp

Abstract
In the past several decades, the standard cosmological model has been established and its
parameters have been measured to a high precision, while there are still many of the funda-
mental questions in cosmology; such as the physics in the very early Universe, the origin of
the cosmic acceleration and the nature of the dark matter. The future world’s largest radio
telescope, Square Kilometre Array (SKA), will be able to open the new frontier of cosmology
and will be one of the most powerful tools for cosmology in the next decade. The cosmological
surveys conducted by the SKA would have the potential not only to answer these fundamental
questions but also deliver the precision cosmology. In this article we briefly review the role
of the SKA from the view point of the modern cosmology. The cosmology science led by the
SKA-Japan Consortium (SKA-JP) Cosmology Science Working Group is also discussed.

c⃝ 2016 Japan SKA Consortium
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Japanese Cosmic Dawn/Epoch of Reionization
Science with the Square Kilometre Array
Kenji HASEGAWA1* , Shinsuke ASABA1, Kiyotomo ICHIKI1, Akio K. INOUE2,
Susumu INOUE3, Tomoaki ISHIYAMA4 , Hayato SHIMABUKURO1,5 , Keitaro
TAKAHASHI5 , Hiroyuki TASHIRO1 , Hidenobu YAJIMA6 , Shu-ichiro
YOKOYAMA7 , Kohji YOSHIKAWA8 , Shintaro YOSHIURA5 , on behalf of Japan
SKA Consortium (SKA-JP) EoR Science Working Group
1Department of Physics and Astrophysics, Nagoya University Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya,
Aichi 464-8602, Japan

2College of General Education, Osaka Sangyo University, 3-1-1, Nakagaito, Daito, Osaka
574-8530, Japan

3Astrophysical Big Bang Laboratory, Riken, Wako, Saitama 351-0198, Japan
4Institute of Management and Information Technologies, Chiba University, 1-33, Yayoi-cho,
Inage-ku, Chiba, 263-8522, Japan

5Faculty of Science, Kumamoto University, 2-39-1 Kurokami, Kumamoto 860-8555, Japan
6Frontier Research Institute for Interdisciplinary Sciences, Tohoku University, Sendai
980-8578, Japan

7Department of Physics, Rikkyo University, 3-34-1 Nishi-Ikebukuro, Toshima, Tokyo 171-8501,
Japan

8Center for Computational Sciences, University of Tsukuba, 1-1-1, Ten-nodai, Tsukuba,
Ibaraki, 305-8577, Japan

∗E-mail: hasegawa.kenji@a.mbox.nagoya-u.ac.jp

Abstract
Cosmic reionization is known to be a major phase transition of the gas in the Universe. Since
astronomical objects formed in the early Universe, such as the first stars, galaxies and black
holes, are expected to have caused cosmic reionization, the formation history and properties
of such objects are closely related to the reionization process. In spite of the importance of
exploring reionization, our understandings regarding reionization is not sufficient yet. Square
Kilometre Array (SKA) is a next-generation large telescope that will be operated in the next
decade. Although several programs of next-generation telescopes are currently scheduled,
the SKA will be the unique telescope with a potential to directly observe neutral hydrogen up
to z ≈ 30, and provide us with valuable information on the Cosmic Dawn (CD) and the Epoch
of Reionization (EoR). The early science with the SKA will start in a few years; it is thus the
time for us to elaborate a strategy for CD/EoR Science with the SKA. The purpose of this
document is to introduce Japanese scientific interests in the SKA project and to report results
of our investigation.
Key words: reionization, first stars, galaxies

c⃝ 2016 Japan SKA Consortium
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Resolving 4-D Nature of Magnetism with
Depolarization and Faraday Tomography:
Japanese SKA Cosmic Magnetism Science
Takuya AKAHORI1∗, Yutaka FUJITA2, Kiyotomo ICHIKI3 , Shinsuke
IDEGUCHI4 , Takahiro KUDOH5, Yuki KUDOH6, Mami MACHIDA7, Hiroyuki
NAKANISHI1 , Hiroshi OHNO8, Takeaki OZAWA1, Keitaro TAKAHASHI9 ,
Motokazu TAKIZAWA10 , on behalf of the SKA-JP Magnetism SWG.
1Graduate School of Science and Engineering, Kagoshima University, Kagoshima 890-0065
2Graduate School of Science, Osaka University, Osaka 560-0043
3Kobayashi-Maskawa Institute, Nagoya University, Aichi 464-8602
4Department of Physics, UNIST, Ulsan 44919, Korea
5Faculy of Education, Nagasaki University, Nagasaki 852-8521
6Faculty of Sciences, Chiba University, Chiba-shi 263-8522
7Faculty of Sciences, Kyushu University, Fukuoka 812-8581
8Tohoku Bunkyo College, Yamagata 990-2316
9Department of Physics, Kumamoto University, Kumamoto 860-8555
10Department of Physics, Yamagata University, Yamagata 990-8560

Abstract
Magnetic fields play essential roles in various astronomical objects. Radio astronomy has
revealed that magnetic fields are ubiquitous in our Universe. However, the real origin and
evolution of magnetic fields is poorly proven. In order to advance our knowledge of cosmic
magnetism in coming decades, the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) should have supreme sen-
sitivity than ever before, which provides numerous observation points in the cosmic space.
Furthermore, the SKA should be designed to facilitate wideband polarimetry so as to allow
us to examine sightline structures of magnetic fields by means of depolarization and Faraday
Tomography. The SKA will be able to drive cosmic magnetism of the interstellar medium, the
Milky Way, galaxies, AGN, galaxy clusters, and potentially the cosmic web which may pre-
serve information of the primeval Universe. The Japan SKA Consortium (SKA-JP) Magnetism
Science Working Group (SWG) proposes the project ”Resolving 4-D Nature of Magnetism with
Depolarization and Faraday Tomography”, which contains ten scientific use cases.
Key words:magnetic fields — polarization

1 Introduction
(Electro)-Magnetism is one of the four fundamental forces in
the Universe. Magnetic fields induce fundamental astrophys-
ical processes such as particle acceleration, nonthermal radia-
tion, and polarization, and impact on activities of astronomi-
cal objects through field tension, reconnection, instability, and

∗ corresponding author; akahori@sci.kagoshima-u.ac.jp

turbulence. It is interesting that such rich, diverse nature of
magnetic fields is often explained by common theories of mag-
netism, though various effects caused by magnetic fields make
them difficult to understand themselves. Understanding local
magnetic fields will assist studies of the epoch of reionization,
the cosmic microwave background polarization, and the ultra
high energy cosmic rays (CRs), while deepest magnetic fields

c⃝ 2016 Japan SKA Consortium
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Radio Astrometry towards the Nearby Universe
with the SKA
Hiroshi Imai1, Ross A. Burns1, Yoshiyuki Yamada2, Naoteru Goda3, Tahei
Yano3, Gabor Orosz1, Kotaro Niinuma4 and Kenji Bekki5 (SKA Japan
Astrometry Science Working Group)

1Science and Engineering Area of the Research and Education Assembly , Kagoshima University
2Kyoto University
3JASMINE Project Office, National Astronomical Observatory of Japan
4Yamaguchi University
5International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research, the University of Western Australia

∗E-mail: hiroimai@sci.kagoshima-u.ac.jp

Abstract

This chapter summarizes radio astrometry in relation to current very long baseline interferometry
(VLBI) projects and describes its perspectives with the SKA. The scientific goals of the astrometry
with the SKA have been discussed in the international and Japanese communities of researchers,
whose major issues are shown here. We have demonstrated some of the issues, such as censuses of
possible targets and the technical feasibility of astrometry in the SKA frequency bands. The prelim-
inary results of our case studies on SKA astrometry are also presented. In addition, possible synergy
and commensality of the SKA astrometric projects with those in the optical and infrared astromet-
ric missions, especially JASMINE (Japan Astrometry Satellite Mission for INfrared Exploration) are
discussed.

Key words: Astrometry — VLBI — galaxies: the Milky Way, the Local Group — masers

1 Introduction: Radio Astrometry as
Astronomical Basis and New Challenges

Astrometry serves as a backbone of astronomy and as-

trophysics. It has yielded trigonometric measurements

of sources in the nearby universe including our Milky

Way Galaxy (MWG) and the Local Group (LG) of galax-

ies. Annual parallax provide a crucial rung on the “dis-

tance ladders” on which other distance estimates and

standard candles are calibrated. The influences of as-

trometry can therefore reach cosmic scales and some-

times provides great impact on astrophysics.It has also

provided precise celestial coordinate systems such as the

International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF) in radio

astrometry basing on extragalactic quasars.

Fig. 2 shows the present to future view of astro-

metric missions. Radio astrometry is at a unique po-

sition with regards to other approaches to astrometry.

The numbers of the targeted sources in the present radio

astrometry missions (N ∼ 103 radio sources) are much

smaller than those in optical and infrared astrometry,

such as the Gaia mission (∼ 109 stars)(e.g. Lindegren et

al. 2012). However, the former targets “exotic” sources

emitting non-thermal emission such as pulsars, black-

holes, and masers, complementing well to the latter. One

also would remember the great impact on the distance

scale controversy of the Pleiades Cluster (Fig. 1, Melis

et al. 2014). The annual parallaxes measured in the

cluster in radio finally gave a strong constraint on the

distance scale (D ≈136 pc), which had an unacceptable

uncertainty among different results from optical astrom-

etry. Because radio emission is relatively transparent,

even taking into account stronger interstellar scattering

and poorer angular resolution in longer wavelengths, it

has a unique benefit to astrometry for sources embed-

c⃝ 2016 Japan SKA Consortium
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２、MWAとMWA Japan 



MWA	
Murchison Widefield Array 
　・SKA-low precursor 
　・SKA-low建設予定地に設置 
　・宇宙再電離21cm線、低周波全天サーベイ、パルサー 
　　transients 



スペック	
・phase 2 (2016-2019)：256タイル（受信機は128タイル分）	
・phase 3 (2020-)：受信機を増やす、バンド幅を広げる、 
　低周波側を50MHzに下げる	
　装置改良、デジタル化（受信機・相関器・beamformer）	



再電離21cm線	
前景放射が比較的小さい３領域を深く観測 
〜 1000時間	

4 D. Jacobs

Figure 1. An overview of the MWA reionization observation strategy. The background image is a cartesian view of the sky at radio
wavelengthsa and the circles indicate the deep fields observed by the MWA EoR project. Here we are focusing on field 0, centered on Dec
-27� and RA 0h. Inset is a foreground subtracted image of the field made using the Real Time System (described more completely in 3.1).
A model of smooth (Galactic and unresolved) emission has not been subtracted and dominates the residual map of this 22� wide image.
Not visible in this average map is variation from channel to channel caused by sources far beyond the field of view which shows up as the
wedge in 2d power spectra.
aVisualization compiled from NVSS (Condon et al. 1998), SUMSS (Mauch et al. 2003), and (de Oliveira-Costa et al. 2008)

2.4. Interference Flagging

Each snapshot is flagged for interference using the
AOFlagger (O↵ringa et al. 2010)3 algorithm which ap-
plies a high pass filter to remove foregrounds, uses the
SumThreshold algorithm to search for line-shaped out-
liers and then applies a scale invariant rank operator to
the resulting mask which identifies certain morphological
features.
As described in O↵ringa et al. (2015), the interference

environment at the Murchison Radio-astronomy Obser-
vatory is relatively benign and generally requires flagging
of about 1.1% of the data. After flagging the data are av-
eraged to 2 seconds and 80kHz, reducing the data volume
by a factor of 8.

3. POWER SPECTRUM PIPELINES

In this section we introduce the basic pipeline com-
ponents, define some terms common to all, and then in
sections 3.1-3.5 give finer grain descriptions of the spe-
cific implementations.
The 21 cm brightness at high redshift is weak and de-

tectable by first generation instruments only in statistical
measures such as the power spectrum. The spectral line
signal is a three dimensional probe, two spatial dimen-
sions and a third from the mapping of the spectral axis to
line-of-sight distance via the Hubble relation. 3D power
spectra are computed at multiple redshift slices through
the observed band and then, taking advantage of the cos-
mological signal’s statistical isotropy, averaged in shells
of constant wavenumber k. The power spectrum is well

3sourceforge.net/projects/aoflagger

matched to an interferometer, which natively measures
spatial correlation; the baseline vector maps to the per-
pendicular wavemode k?. An additional Fourier trans-
form in the spectral dimension provides kk.
The principal challenge to detecting 21 cm at very high

redshifts is foreground emission. At frequencies below
200MHz the dominant sources are synchrotron emissions
from the local and extragalactic sources. Synchrotron
is generally characterized by a smooth spectrum which
rises as a power law towards lower frequencies. The lo-
cal Galactic neighborhood has a significant amount of
spatially smooth power appearing at short k? modes;
extragalactic point sources appear equally on all angular
scales and dominate over the Galaxy on long k? modes.
Our analysis pipeline has two main components: one

which removes foregrounds–leaving as small a residual
as possible—and a second which computes an estimate
of the power spectrum. Foreground subtraction is gen-
erally the domain of calibration and imaging software
where the focus is on building an accurate forward model
of the telescope and foregrounds. Challenges include:
ionospheric distortion, a very wide field of view, primary
beam uncertainty, polarization leakage, and catalog in-
accuracy. Though a number of calibration and imag-
ing software packages—such as CASA and Miriad—are
available, these challenges have necessitated the creation
of custom software. As an added benefit, having de-
velopmental control of the imager enables the export of
additional information describing the observation which
are necessary for the calculation of power spectrum un-
certainties as described below.
As we mentioned in the introduction, a horizon-to-



GLEAM survey	
GaLactic and Extragalactic All-sky MWA survey 
　・300,000銀河のカタログを発表（MNRAS） 
　・70 - 230 MHz	

GaLactic and 
Extragalactic All-sky 
MWA Survey
Natasha Hurley-Walker        Curtin University

Joe Callingham, Bi-Qing For, Thomas Franzen, 
Paul Hancock, Luke Hindson, Anna Kapinska, 
Emil Lenc, Benjamin McKinley, John Morgan, 
Pietro Procopio, Lister Staveley-Smith, 
Randall Wayth, Chen Wu 



MWA参加	
◯日本の参加 
　・500,000AUD相当の支払いで正式メンバー国 
　・科研費により150,000AUDを支払い2018年末まで参加 
　・残額支払いでその後もメンバー国 
　・6機関25人（熊本、名古屋、鹿児島、東京、東北、天文台） 
　・代表：高橋 
　・MWA-Japan結成研究会＠名古屋　2016/7/5 
 
◯メルボルン大学滞在 
　・EoRデータ解析本部 
　・高橋３ヶ月、学生２名２ヶ月 
　・３つの解析を担当 
　　21cm線-すばる相関、21cm線-CMB相関、drift scan 
　・すばるHSC観測領域の観測を共同提案 



３、宇宙再電離21cm線 



21cm線 

p	
e	

21cm線(1420MHz)	

中性水素超微細構造 

赤方偏移 
z = 6 →	200MHz 
z = 20 →	70MHz 
 
初代天体・再電離期の中性水素は100MHz帯の 
電波で観測できる 

p	
e	



EoR21cm線シグナル	

・MWAやSKA-lowのメインターゲット 
・再電離の様子が時系列で見える！ 
　→ 初代銀河・AGNの性質、質量関数、IGMの性質 
・再電離以前の揺らぎから宇宙論ができる 
　→ 2D(CMB)から3Dへ 
・イオン化バブルの真ん中を他波長で見る	→	ALMA、TMT 

時間→ 



SKA0 
SKA0はすでに始まっている！ 
MWA 
LOFAR 
PAPER 



望遠鏡比較	
設計思想・特性が全く異なる 

最近HERAが建設資金10億円を獲得 



統計的情報とイメージング	

統計的情報（power spectrum, bispectrum, …） 
　・低S/Nで可能、データ処理が容易 
　・ゆらぎ、イオン化バブルの典型的大きさ 
　・EoRモデルとフィットしてモデルパラメータに制限 
イメージング 
　・高S/Nが必要、データ処理が困難 
　・イオン化バブルの形状、分布 
　・他波長のフォローアップ 



宇宙論100年の物語	

1960       1970      1980      1990      2000      2010      2020      2030 		   2040	

CMB発見 
ペンジアス・ウィルソン	

ゆらぎ発見 
COBE	

ゆらぎ精密観測 
WMAP	

21cm線シグナル発見? 
MWA,	LOFAR, PAPER 

21cm線ゆらぎ精密観測 
SKA1, HERA 

21cm線イメージング 
SKA2 

暗黒時代観測 
月面？ 

偏光ゆらぎ精密観測 
Planck	

偏光ゆらぎ 
超精密観測 
LiteBIRD	



power spectrum 
・Mesinger et al. 2014 
・2000時間の観測 

thermal noise	 bispectrum 
・Yoshiura, Shimabukuro, 
　KT, Imai+ 2015 
・1000時間の観測 

MWA 
LOFAR 
SKA1 
noise 



variance, skewness 
・Kubota, Yoshiura, Shimabukuro, KT 2016 
・1000時間の観測 

thermal noise	

Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan, (2014), Vol. 00, No. 0 5

2006) and bispectrum (Yoshiura et al. 2015), respectively, as,

σ2
v =

kmax
!

i=kmin

"

k3

2π2
PN(k)d logk

#2

, (10)

σ2
s =

kmax
!

i=kmin

"

0.1k6

4π4
BN(k)d logk

#2

, (11)

where, PN(k) and BN(k) is the noise power spectrum and bis-
pectrum, respectively. We set k1 = k2 = k and dk2 = 0.1k. To
calculate the noise, we assume that the MWA has 2561 anten-
nae within a radius of 750 m with r−2 distribution (Bowman
et al. 2006) and that the LOFAR has 24 antennae within a ra-
dius of 2,000 m with r−2 distribution (van Haarlem et al. 2013).
Further, we assume 1,000 hours for the total observing time and
6 MHz bandwidth.

3.3 Fisher analysis
We perform Fisher analysis to estimate constraints on parame-
ters of 21cm FAST expected to be obtained in future observa-
tion data (Coe 2009; Verde 2010). Assuming that the likelihood
function is Gaussian form, the Fisher matrix is defined as,

Fij =
1
2

$

∂2χ2

∂pi∂pj

%
&

&

&

p⃗=p⃗fid

, (12)

where p⃗ = (Tvir,min,ζion,Rmfp) is the model parameter vector
and p⃗fid is the fiducial vector. For N independent observation
data xk(p⃗) (k = 1, · · · ,N), χ2 value is written as,

χ2(p⃗) =

N
!

k

[xk(p⃗)− xk(p⃗fid)]
2

σ2
k

, (13)

where σk is the error in xk(p⃗). Here, we consider, for ob-
servable quantities, the variance, the skewness from equilateral-
type bispectrum and skewness from folded-type bispectrum at
z = 7,8 and 9. Then, the Fisher matrix can be rewritten as,

Fij =

N
!

k

1
σ2
k

∂xk(p⃗)
∂pi

∂xk(p⃗)
∂pj

&

&

&

p⃗=p⃗fid

. (14)

Given the Fisher matrix, the covariance matrix is given by the
inverse matrix, Cij = F−1

ij and we can estimate the expected
1-σ error of pi from

'

F−1
ii .

4 Results
In this section, we show the results of Fisher analysis. First
of all, we argue the detectability of the variance and skew-
ness with the MWA and LOFAR. It should be noted that the
signal variance and skewness depend on the angular resolu-
tion and channel width of the telescope, and observation area
due to the scale dependence of the power spectrum and bis-
pectrum, respectively. This effect can be easily accounted in
1 Currently, the MWA has 128 total tiles but it plans to double the number in

a couple of years.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the variance, the equilateral-type and folded-type skew-
nesses for the MWA (top) and LOFAR (bottom) observations. The signal
skewness is shown the absolute value.The thermal-noise curves are also
shown. For the LOFAR, the noise curves for the two skewnesses are almost
overlapping with each other.

Eqs. (6) and (9) by limiting the integration range according
to the specification of the observation. Taking the array distri-
bution and field-of-view (FoV) of the telescopes, we consider
a deep observation of a (4 deg)2 field which is much smaller
than and comparable to the FoV of the MWA and LOFAR, re-
spectively, and take 0.01 <

∼ k <
∼ 0.07 Mpc−1 for the MWA and

0.03 <
∼ k <

∼ 0.1 Mpc−1 for the LOFAR.
Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the variance, the equilateral-

type and folded-type skewnesses for the MWA and LOFAR ob-
servations. The behavior of these quantities are slightly differ-
ent from each other and the folded-type skewness is peaked at
a higher redshift than the other quantities. The thermal-noise
curves for the variance, the equilateral- and folded-type skew-
nesses are also shown. We can expect that the signal-to-noise
(S/N) ratios are relatively large for a redshift range of 7<∼ z <∼ 9.
Thus, we focus our analysis on this redshift range hereafter.
Based on Fig. 3, we show the S/N ratios of three observable

quantities, σ2, γe and γf , at z=7,8 and 9 for the fiducial model
parameters in Table 1. The S/N for LOFAR is much larger than
that for the MWA due to its large effective area and better an-
gular resolution. The MWA is expected to be able to detect σ2

6 Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan, (2014), Vol. 00, No. 0

Table 1. Signal-to-noise ratio of the variance, the skewness
from equilateral-type bispectrum, γe, and the skewness
from folded-type bispectrum, γf , for the MWA and LOFAR.

z σ2 γe γf

7 3.0 0.95 0.21
MWA 8 9.5 6.7 0.24

9 3.2 0.70 0.63
7 16 8.2 0.98

LOFAR 8 62 120 11
9 26 18 23

and γe, while the LOFAR will be able to detect all the three
quantities.

Fig. 4 represents the expected 1-σ constraints on the
three parameters, Tvir,min, ζion, Rmfp, for MWA observation.
Contributions from σ2, γe and γf are separately plotted while a
summation was taken in terms of the redshift. The equilateral-
and folded-type skewnesses have the same degeneracy in all
the panels, while the constraint from the former is much bet-
ter than that from the latter due to the larger S/N ratio. The
degeneracy is partially broken by the variance, especially in the
Tvir,min-Rmfp plane. The combination of the three quantities
leads to the parameter constraints of Tvir,min = 104 ± 6000 K,
ζion = 15.0± 13.0 and Rmfp = 30.0 ± 3.0 Mpc. The value
of Rmfp, equivalently the clumpiness of the IGM, is well con-
strained, although the constraint on the other two are relatively
poor.

The LOFAR can put better constraints as can be seen in Fig.
5, while the qualitative features of the constraints are similar
to those from the MWA. The combination of three observables
leads to the parameter constraints of Tvir,min = 104 ± 1000 K,
ζion = 15.0± 1.0 and Rmfp = 30.0± 0.5 Mpc. All the three
parameters are constrained very well.

In order to obtain a deeper understanding of the constraints,
we show the contribution of the observable quantities of each
redshift in Figs. 6 and 7. We can see that the constraints from
z = 8 are the tightest, which is reasonable considering the S/N
ratios. While each redshift has a different degeneracy on the
parameter space, the constraints from z=8 dominate over those
from other redshifts. Thus, a combination of the three redshifts
will not improve the constraints significantly compared with the
case using only z = 8 quantities, especially in the case of the
MWA observation. Obviously, the peak redshift depends on the
model parameters and we need observations of a broad range of
the redshift.
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Fig. 4. Expected 1-σ constraints on EoR parameters with the skewness and
variance for 1000-hour observation of the MWA. The thick solid, thin solid
and dotted lines represent the constraints from the equilateral-type skew-
ness, the folded-type skewness and the variance, respectively.



foreground	
強烈なforeground 
・銀河系外電波天体 
・銀河系放射 
・地球大気 

power spectrumで 
foregroundは 
signalの６桁上！ 



銀河系外電波天体	

点源の漏れだし 
・ionosphere 
　‐見る方向によって異なる 
　‐時々刻々と変化 
・beam shape, receiver gain, 
　frequency sensitivity 
　‐望遠鏡の性質 
　‐視野外からも寄与 
 
→	sky modelを用いて 
　	漏れ出しを推定・差し引く 



銀河系	

銀河系電波放射 
・様々なソース 
　‐シンクロトロン 
　‐free-free 
　‐超新星残骸 
・pixelごとに強さ、 
　スペクトルが異なる 
・銀河系放射は滑らか 
　EoR signalはギザギザ 
 
pixelごとに滑らかな成分を差し引く	
　多項式近似、correlated component analysis 
　Wp smoothing、FastICA、GMCA、high-pass filter 

Jelic 2008 



観測の現状	

Beardsley et al. 2016 
・MWA 32 hours 
・観測データ自体はすでに 
　1000時間程度ある 
・この程度の積分時間だと 
　thermal noise limited 
・thermal noiseは予想 
　シグナルの100倍程度 

First Season MWA EoR 17

Figure 15. One dimensional power spectra for our three sub-bands and both instrumental polarizations. The solid blue line shows the
measured power spectrum with step widths corresponding to the bin size used in the average. Where the measured signal is negative we
plot the absolute value with a dotted line. The gray boxes show the ±2� error bars on the measured power spectrum. Where the boxes
meet the horizontal axis we are consistent with zero. The thin red line is the 1-� noise level, and the magenta line is the 2-� upper limit
for each k bin. A fiducial theoretical model for a fully neutral IGM from Furlanetto et al. (2006) is shown in black for reference.

ria based on catalog resolution and fitting the spectral en-
ergy distribution to a power-law. These criteria allow for
surveys with di↵ering resolutions, which can introduce
confusing sources into the matched process. Primarily
the source catalog was based on the MWA Commission-
ing Survey (MWACS, Hurley-Walker et al. 2014), which
was cross-matched to the 74MHz Very Large Array Low
Frequency Sky Survey redux (VLSSr, Lane et al. 2012),
the Molonglo Reference Catalogue (MRC, Large et al.
1981), the 843MHz Sydney University Molonglo Sky
Survey (SUMSS, Mauch et al. 2003); and the 1.4GHz
NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS, Condon et al. 1998).
MWACS covers approximately 20.5h < RA < 8.5h,
�58� < � < �14�, so to complete the sky coverage
needed, MRC was used as a base catalogue outside of the
MWACS coverage and was matched to VLSSr, SUMSS
and NVSS.
Since RTS has the added step of individual source peel-

ing, there is a greater possibility for numerical calibra-
tion failure. Before passing to CHIPS, a simple quality
assurance step is considered, which is based upon the
variance of residual visibilities in each 1.28 MHz coarse

band. Observations with divergent or unstable calibra-
tions were readily identified by variances far outside the
otherwise observed distribution of values. Of the 1,029
observations calibrated and used by the FHD pipeline,
the RTS+CHIPS pipeline successfully calibrated and in-
cluded 1,003. The remainder failed to calibrate success-
fully, potentially due to adverse ionospheric conditions.
The CHIPS power spectrum estimator applies a full

maximum-likelihood estimator to the data. In its full
form, the data are weighted by the thermal noise, and a
model for the residual point source signal, within a full
frequency-dependent description of the instrument. For
this comparison, the foreground weighting is not used, in
order for a direct comparison with the weighting scheme
used by "ppsilon. The data were divided into the same
three redshift bins, and the 2D and 1D power spectra
formed.
Table 1 displays comparison 2-sigma upper limits,

demonstrating broad consistency between the pipelines.
The RTS+CHIPS best limits appear at a lower k bin
than FHD+"ppsilon, owing to the di↵erent structure
of the foreground leakage for the two pipelines. Fig-



観測戦略	

・原理的な感度はSKA0でも足りている 
・foreground limited 
　→ SKA0で解析方法を確立してシグナル検出 
　　	できなければSKA1, 2も無駄 
・MWAで活躍してSKAへ 
・戦略 
　21cmのみ：deep pointing, drift scan → 吉浦 
　相互相関：銀河（LAE） → 久保田、CMB → 吉浦 



MWA-すばる	
MWA-すばる相互相関（詳細は久保田さん） 
・中性水素と電離光子源の相関	→ 前景放射除去 
　→ 検出可能性が格段に上がる 
・HSC：遠方LAEサーベイ → 21cm線シグナルの初検出 
・PFS：LAEのz決定	→ 再電離過程、電離光子源の性質 
・SKAも必ずやるはず（SKA-すばる） 

21cm線 LAE 
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感度見積もり 
Kubota, KT+ 

MWA-HSC 

MWA-HSC+PFS 

シグナル 



Compare 21cm map & FG map (Equatorial)

v

MWA-CMB	
電離ガスによるCMB散乱 
電離ガスの運動 
 
preliminary result 
foregroundが綺麗に消えた 
分散としては残っているので 
除去する 
→ 自己相関より強い制限？ 

Cross power spectrum : MWA data & Planck CMB data

青 : Δl = 1 
緑 : Δl = 30

計算に際して、CMBはmaskせずにall skyデータを使用。

Yoshiura, KT+ 



まとめ	
SKA 
・100MHz - 1GHz帯の究極の電波干渉計 
・宇宙再電離、銀河進化、宇宙論、パルサー 
　宇宙磁場など多彩なサイエンス 
・SKA Japan参加者募集中 
 
MWA 
・SKA-lowのprecursor 
・宇宙再電離、全天サーベイ 
・再電離21cm線 
　→　foreground limited 
　→　MWAの成功なくしてSKAの成功なし 
　→　MWA Japan頑張れ！ 


